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The n-cube network is called faulty if it contains any faulty processor or any 
faulty link. For any number k we want to compute the minimum number f(n, k) of 
faults which is necessary for an adversary to make every (n -  k)-dimensional sub- 
cube faulty. Reversely formulated: The existence of an (n-k}-dimensional non- 
faulty subcube can be guaranteed, if there are less than f(n, k) faults in the n-cube. 
In this paper several lower and upper bounds for f(n, k) are derived such that the 
resulting aps are "small." For instance if k i> 2 is constant, then f(n, k) = 0(log n). 
Especially for k=2 and large n: f (n,  2)~ [[-~tn]: I-~t,]+2], where ~t ,= logn+ 
½1oglogn+½. Or if k=aK log logn  ) then 2k<f(n,k)<2 o+')k, with e chosen 
arbitrarily small. The aforementioned upper bounds are obtained by analysing the 
behaviour of an adversary who makes "worst-case" distributions of a given number 
of faulty processors. For k = 2 the "worst-case" distribution is obtained construc- 
tively. In the general case the constructive methods presented in this paper lead to a 
(rather "bad") upper bound which can be significantly improved by probabilistic 
arguments. The bounds mentioned above change if the notions are relativized with 
respect o some given parallel fault-checking procedure P. In this case only sub- 
cubes which are possible outputs of P must be made faulty by the adversary. The 
notion of directed chromatic index is defined in order to analyse the case k = 2. 
Relations between the directed chromatic index and the chromatic number are 
derived, which are of interest in their own right. © 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The n-cube is one of the universal topologies of point to point networks, 
for which it is possible to efficiently implement a rich class of parallel 
algorithms (see, e.g., Pease, 1977). This class contains fundamental 
algorithms, such as, algorithms for sorting, routing, computing the 
Fourier-Transform, and for related problems. 
In general, and for large n in particular, one has to cope with the 
problem of faulty processors and faulty links inside the network. A network 
is called robust if its performance does not decrease "too much" in case of 
topology changes. Efficient cooperation between the nonfaulty processors 
should be maintained. One measure for robustness i the connectivity of a 
network-graph. High degree of connectivity prevents the nonfaulty 
processors from being disconnected. Moreover, highly connected networks, 
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• = faulty processor  
FIGURE 1 
such as the n-cube, have the property that the diameter of the surviving 
network, i.e., the subnetwork induced by the nonfaulty processors and 
links, can be reasonably bounded, provided the number of faults does not 
exceed the dimension (Chung and Garey, 1983). But even in this case the 
universality of a universal network would be lost, if, as a consequence of
the topology changes, the fundamental gorithms had to be reorganized in 
a non-uniform and inefficient way. 
Fortunately most of the basic algorithms for universal networks, such as 
n-cube, CCC, Butterfly, or Shuffle-Exchange, have the property that they 
can be formulated with the dimension of the network as a parameter of the 
algorithm. Thus they can be performed on any nonfaulty d-dimensional 
substructure with a slow down factor of 2 n-d (see the remarks about 
"limited parallelism" in (Preparata and VuiUemin, 1981) and the 
simulations between various universal networks in (Siegel, 1979)). 
This gives rise of the question: What is the maximum number of dimen- 
sions that would be lost if the network contained r faulty processors or 
links? In this paper we will answer this question concerning the n-cube. It 
goes without saying that one faulty processor or link destroys one dimen- 
sion. Two processors destroy two dimensions iff their addresses are related 
by bitwise negation. Similarly it can be shown that three links are necessary 
to destroy two dimensions. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate these observations. 
Fortunately, for general n, it is much harder to destroy 3 dimensions, even 
if an "intelligent" adversary is allowed to distribute the faulty processors 
= faulty  link 
FIGURE 2 
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and faulty links in a "worst-case fashion." From now on we assume that 
k~>2. 
By f(n, k) we denote the minimum number of faults, necessary for an 
adversary to destroy k+ 1 dimensions (i.e., to make each (n-k) -d imen- 
sional subcube faulty). In this paper several ower and upper bounds for 
f(n, k) are derived such that the resulting gaps are "small." First, we 
confine ourselves to assuming that only processors are faulty (=faulty 
processor case). Later we show how to derive analogous results for faulty 
links (=faulty link case), and for the case where both links and processors 
may be faulty. For intance, if k I> 2 is constant, then we have in all cases 
f(n, k)= 0(log n). Especially for k = 2 and large n we show for the faulty 
processor case: f(n, 2) ~ [[-~,-]: ['-0~n" ] + 2], where ~, = log n + i log log n + 1. 
Or if k grows asymptotically faster than log log n, i.e., k= co(log log n), 
then for almost all n 2 k <f(n, k)< 2 tl +,)k, which e chosen arbitrarily small. 
The above-mentioned upper bounds are obtained by analysing the 
behaviour of an adversary, who makes "worst-case" distributions of a 
given number of faulty processors. For k = 2 the distribution is obtained 
constructively. In general f(n, k) is bounded from above by using counting 
arguments. We also give constructive methods leading to a "worse" upper 
bound. 
The above-mentioned bounds change if the notions are relativized with 
respect o some given parallel fault-checking procedure P. In this case only 
subcubes which are possible outputs of P must be made faulty by the 
adversary. For k = 2 the notion of directed chromatic index is defined to 
analyse this situation. Relations between the directed chromatic index and 
the chromatic number are derived, which are of interest in their own right. 
2. THE FAULTY PROCESSOR CASE 
We first consider the case where faults are restricted to faulty processors 
and then derive corresponding results for the remaining cases. 
Reformulation of the Problem and Some Trivial Bounds 
A k-monomial over the set {X1 ..... .rfn} of variables is an expression 
X~. . .X~,  where the ij are pairwise different indices from [1 :n] and the ej 
are 0 or 1, according to the identification X° = .~ and X 1 = X. (el,..., ek) is 
called the negation mask of the monomial. To each k-monomial 
corresponds a unique (n-k)-dimensional subcube. Dimension i of this 
subcube is degenerated to e iff the monomial contains X~.. For instance, 
)71X2 specifies a unique edge in the 3-dimensional cube as illustrated in 
Fig. 3. A monomial is called faulty with respect to some given set 





F___ {0, 1 }" of faulty processors, if the corresponding subcube contains any 
faulty processor from F. Reversely F is called k-faulty if it makes each 
k-monomial faulty. 
To each set F of r faulty processors corresponds a (nx r)-matrix 
Mv~ {0, i }" ×" whose ith column vector gives the address of the ith faulty 
processor. If we fix an order in F the matrix Mr  is uniquely determined. 
The row vectors may be interpreted as characteristic vectors for subsets of 
[ l : r ] .  Thus a unique system AF=A={A1, . . . ,A ,}  of such subsets is 
associated to F. Ae is called the system of faulty sets. The following lemma 
gives a useful reformulation of the problem with which we are dealing. 
LEMMA 1. F is k-faulty iff  for  all k-monomials over the set A r 
ek .4~,~ c~ ... c~ A,k # ~,  
where B ° = B and B l = B for  each set B ~_ [ 1 :r]. 
If F is k-faulty, the matrix M F and the faulty set system A r are called k- 
faulty, too. In (Kleitman and Spencer, 1973) the notion k-faulty is replaced 
by k-independent for systems a r of sets and some properties of k-indepen- 
dent systems are shown. We apply a result of op eit. for 2-independent sets 
(Theorem 1 ) and obtain similar results for general k (Theorem 4). Figure 4 
contains an example for a 2-faulty (10 x 6)-matrix. 
0 0 0 1 1 1  
0 0 1 0 1 1  
0 0 1 1 0 1  
0 1 0 0 1 1  
0 1 0 1 0 1  
0 1 1 0 0 1  
1 0 0 0 1 1  
1 0 0 1 0 1  
1 0 1 0 0 1  
1 1 0 0 0 1  
FIGURE 4 
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In the following we will be dealing with the determination of f(n, k), 
which can now be interpreted as the minimum r, such that a k-faulty 
(n×r)-matrix exists. Before doing so, however, the following obvious 
inequalities hould be mentioned. 
LEMMA 2. 2 k ~< f(n, k) <~ (ll(n - k + 1 )). 2". 
Proof The first inequality holds, because in particular all 2 k monomials 
using the first k variables must be made faulty. But these monomials 
specify pairwise disjoint subcubes. The second inequality is obtained by 
partitioning the set {0, 1 }" of vertices in the n-cube into classes C~, such 
that the sum of ones in each vertex of C~ is congruent to i module n - k + 1. 
Then the smallest of these classes can be chosen as system of faulty 
processors. (Note, that for k = n - 1 this strategy is optimal and results in 
f (n,n-1)=2"-~.)  I 
A Close Look at the (k = 2)-Case 
By (2", c )  we denote the poset of subsets of [1 :r]. In the following 
result we use the theorem of Sperner (1928) and a modification given in 
(Kleitman and Spencer, 1973): The theorem of Sperner states that the size 
of a maximum antichain in 2" is exactly (L,/~2j). Thus the system of all sets 
in 2 r with Lr/2d elements forms a maximum antichain. Throughout he 
paper R, denotes the minimum r such that (L,/~2j)>~ n. The modification in 
(Kleitman and Spencer, 1973) is as follows: The size of an antichain A in 
2 r, such that for all A~,AjeA, A~nAjv~ and AiwAjv~ r l : r ] ,  is less or 
(L,/2A- 1) ~ n. equal (LrY2j1 1). By r, we denote the minimum r such that , -1  
THEOREM 1. f(n, 2) = r,. 
Proof For each system of faulty processors the monomials of the form 
X~Xj are faulty iff the faulty sets form an antichain in 2 r. The monomials of 
the form XIXj, resp. XiXj, are faulty iff the intersection of any two faulty 
sets, resp. the intersection of the complements of any two faulty sets, is 
unequal to the empty set. Thus f(n, 2)~> r, follows from (Kleitman and 
Spencer, 1973; Sch6nheim, 1971). 
f(n, 2) ~< r, can be seen as follows: Take all sets in 2 r"- 1 with cardinality 
Lr,/2d- 1 and augment each set with the element r,. The resulting system 
has t , , -  1 ~ i> n elements and is 2-faulty. (The matrix MF given in Fig. 4 is 
t Lrn/2J  -- 1 # 
constructed according to this strategy.) I 
The following corollary relates R, and r,  and gives an explicit term for 
R. (and thus for r,). 
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COROLLARY 1. (i) If  r. is odd, then r. = 1 + R.. 
(ii) I f  r. := 2s + 2 is even, then 
r~={12 +R" if n>(~)n-<2s' 
+R.  if "~s J. 
(iii) For large n, 
R.~ {L~.J, Fern]} 
with ~. = log n + ½ log log n + ½. 
Sketch of the Proof (i) and (ii) can be easily shown by using the 
definition of R., r. and the following property: 
Vp~N: nE Ip.~ R .= p, 
Vq~N: n~ Jq ~ r.=q, 
if we define Vs ~ N: 
J 2 "+ l :=\ \ s - l  / :  s I ' 
(iii) can be shown by applying the Stirling formula and some technical 
calculations. | 
The Directed Chromatic Index 
The last theorem guarantees the existence of nonfaulty subcubes of 
dimension n -  2, whenever we are sure that less than r~ of the processors 
are faulty. It is not clear, however, that a parallel algorithm will in fact 
check all 2n(n- 1) 2-monomials. With a given parallel fault-checking 
procedure P this leads to the following considerations: For all i, j~  [1 :n-] 
we draw a directed edge (i, j)  iff procedure P checks whether subcube ,~iXj 
is faulty. If the resulting directed graph is denoted by Gp = (Vp, Ep), the 
number of faulty processors required by the adversary to make all 2- 
monomials of the above form faulty, can be expressed in a graph- 
theoretical way as shown in the following: 
643/77/2-6 
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A directed colouring of a (directed) graph G is an edge-colouring 
according to the rule that 2 adjacent edges (i,j), (j, k) must have different 
colours. The minimum number of colours required is called directed 
chromatic index of G and denoted by c(G). Then we have 
LEMMA 3. The directed chromaie c(Gp) is identical to the number of 
faulty processors necessary to make all those monomials faulty which are of 
the form XiXj and which are checked by the procedure P. 
Proof Given a set of faulty processors, each edge (i, j) may be coloured 
by one of the faulty processors in the subcube .~iXj. Reversely, given a 
colouring for Ge, to each colour class C of edges we associate the 
monomial M(C) which contains .~Xj iff (i, j )e  C. It follows from the 
definition of the chromatic index that no variable in M(C) occurs in both 
negated and non-negated form. Now it is sufficient to put one faulty 
processor in each subcube, specified by some M(C). | 
Upper and lower bounds for the index c(Ge) are obtained as follows: 
Let G be a directed graph. Then G denotes the undirected graph which 
results from G by neglecting the orientation of the edges and replacing 
multiple edges by a single edge. 
Directed versions of G are obtained by fixing an orientation for each 
edge. The doubly-directed version of G is obtained by giving both orien- 
tations to each edge. Figure 5 shows the doubly-oriented version of the 
triangle. The directed chromatic indices c'(G), c"(G) of an undirected graph 
G are defined as directed chromatic index of a simplest, directed version or 
of the doubly-directed version of G, respectively. For the triangle c' = 2 and 
c" = 3. Figure 5 indicates a colouring with 3 colours. 
The index c(Ge) is bounded below and above by c'(Gp) and c"(Ge), 
respectively. The following 2 results relate c' and c" to the chromatic 
number v(G) of G, i.e., the minimum number of colours for some vertex- 
colouring of G as usually defined. 
THEOREM 2. c'(G) = I-log v(G)7. 
FIGURE 5 
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Proof (i) We show: 7(G)~<2 c'~). Given an edge-colouring we may 
colour each vertex with the set of colours of its outgoing edges. 
(ii) We show: c'(G)<~Flogy(G)]. The vertices are assumed to be 
coloured with the numbers 0,..., y -  1. We direct edges (v, w) such that for 
the corresponding colours g(v), g(w): g(w)< g(v). Thus there exists a bit 
position i such that the ith bits of g(w) and g(v) are 0 and 1, respectively. 
Then (v,w) may be coloured by the most significant of these bit 
positions. | 
THEOREM 3. c"(G) = R~t6). 
Proof. (i) We show: c"<<. Ry. The vertex colours can be chosen as sub- 
sets of [1 :R~] of size [R~/2-]. If Ax denotes the subset associated to vertex 
x, then any edge (v, w) can be coloured with max(Av\Aw). 
(ii) We show: c">~ R~. We assume that the edges are coloured with 
numbers from 1 ..... c". To each vertex x we associate the set A x - [ 1 : c" ] of 
colours of its outgoing edges. The resulting sets form a subposet A of 2 c'. 
Let C1,..., C,, be a minimum number of chains covering A. Since the sub- 
sets associated to neighbouring vertices of G must belong to different 
chains, we have y ~< m. On the other hand there must be some antichain in 
A of size m by the theorem of Dilworth (1950). By Sperners theorem we 
get: c" >1 R m >1 Rr. | 
Note that Theorem3 gives a second proof for Rn<~f(n, 2), taking 
advantage of the fact that n is the chromatic number of the n-clique. From 
Theorems 2 and 3 we also conclude 
COROLLARY 2. There is no polynomial time algorithm for the com- 
putation of the directed chromatic indices c'(G), c"(G) of an undirected 
graph G unless P = NP. 
Proof We give the proof for the computation of c'(G). (The proof for 
c"(G) can be adduced analogously.) Assume that there exists a polynomial 
time algorithm for the computation of c'(G). Following the proof of 
Theorem 3 in (Cai, 1983), we show that this implies a polynomial time 
algorithm for the computation of v(G). (This is sufficient for the proof of 
the corollary, since it is well known that the computation of y(G) is NP- 
complete.) Let G+H denote the join of disjoint graphs G = (V(G), E(G)) 
and H=(V(H),E(H)),  i.e., G+H=(V ' ,E ' )  with V'=V(G)wV(H),  
E' = E(G) w E(H) w {the edges linking each vertex of G with each vertex of 
H}. Using the algorithm for determining c'(G) we get a polynomial 
algorithm for determining the maximum number k (<n) such that 
c'(G + Kk)= c'(G). (Kk denotes the complete graph with k nodes.) 
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Since 7(G + K,) = 7(G) + k, we then conclude from Theorem2 
7(G) = 2 c'tc)- k. I 
The (k > 2)-Case 
Due to the last section our adversary knows by now how to make 2- 
monomials faulty. For arbitrary k-monomials we consider the set of binary 
(nxr)-matrices (which consists of 2 nr elements) and use counting 
arguments to guarantee the existence of tricky systems of faulty processors 
without elling the adversary how to construct them. As it will turn out the 
arguments lead to an upper bound for f (n,  k) which is not far away from 
the trivial lower bound 2 k. The results of the following theorem are closely 
related to results in (Kleitman and Spencer, 1973). 
THEOREM 4. (i) Vk, n, (k ~< n): f(n, k) ~< k. 2 k. log n In 2. 
(ii) For r ~ k2 k log n In 2: The probability that a randomly chosen 
binary (n x r)-matrix M F is k-faulty approaches 1, if n approaches infinity. 
Proof. The results of this theorem are closely related to results in 
(Kleitman and Spencer, 1973). Here we give a short proof (based on 
counting arguments), which is sufficient for our purposes. 
The number of (n × r)-matrices, which fulfill Ae~ n ... c~ A,.~ - ~ for fixed 
i1=i2 < ... <ik<~n and fixed negation mask (el,e2 ..... ek), is exactly 
(2 k-1)r .2t"-k)r .  Thus, altogether there are at most (7`).2 k. 
(2 k - 1 )r. 2tn-kJr non-k-faulty matrices. 
To prove (i) it suffices to show, that the fraction of non-k-faulty (n x r)- 
matrices is strictly less than 1, i.e., 
(7,) "2k" ( 2k -  1) r • 2~"-k)~ 
<1 
2 nr 
for r/> k2 k log n In 2. This can be done by some calculations with regard to 
(1), (2), and (3): 
(1) applying the logarithm log to base 2 to the inequality, 
(2) using the inequality < -ln(1 -y ) ,  which can be derived by the 
Taylor expansion, 
(3) observing that (7,)<nk/2 k for k~>4 and doing an extra 
calculation for k = 3. 
For part (ii) of the proof it is sufficient to show the existence of a 
function ~0(n) with ~o(n) ~ ~ for n -o ~ and 
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for large n and r >/k2 klog n In 2. This inequality can be proven with the 
same methods as used in the proof of i). | 
As was mentioned above, Theorem 4 guarantees only the existence of 
k-faulty systems. We do not know any constructive method to prove the 
bounds given in the theorem. Nevertheless, a construction of k-faulty 
systems of size n for the set [1, r] is possible by using one of Friedman's 
results (1984). (The number r necessary for this construction gives an 
upper bound for f(n, k) worse than the bounds in Theorem 4.) Instead of 
f(n, k) ( = min { r 13 k-faulty system of size n in [ 1 : r] } ) Friedman considers 
the function 
g(n, k) := min{rl ~ a collection of r partitions of [1 :n] with property (*)}. 
Property (*) is given by: 
Each partition has exactly k equivalence classes and for any choice 
of k elements in [1 : n] there exists a partition, such that each 
equivalence class contains exactly one of the k elements. 
According to (Friedman, 1984) g(n, k) <~ ,(n, k) :=log n.(k4/log k)- 
22k log k ÷ 2k and there exists an algorithm which, for given n, k, constructs a 
suitable collection of ~<~(n, k) partitions (in time polynomial in n and 
exponential in k). The following lemma gives a relation between g(n, k) 
and f(n, k) and thus provides a method to translate results for g(n, k) into 
results for f(n, k). 
LEMMA 4. (i) A collection oft partitions P~ ..... Pr with property (*) (for 
fixed n, k) induces a k-faulty system of size n in [-1:2kr]. 
(ii) f(n, k) <~ 2 k. g(n, k). 
Proof. We have f(k, k) = 2 k, since it is necessary and sufficient o make 
all 2 k monomials in k variables faulty. Thus there exists a k-faulty system of 
size k in [1:2k]. Let S= {S~, $2 ..... Sk} be an arbitrary but fixed k-faulty 
system of size k in [1:2k]. 
Assume that the equivalence classes of the r partitions are numbered 
from 1 to k. This induces a function ~(i, j), which associates to an element 
i~ I-1 :n] the class number of i with respect to partition Pj. Define for 
i=  1, 2 ..... n: 
Ti:= 0 ((J- 1)2k+s~i,J)) • 
(As usual, m + St denotes the set {m + sll sl~ St}.) For different numbers 
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Jl, Jz the "translations" (j~ - 1)2 k + S~(i,j~) and (J2 - 1 )2 ~ + S,,.j2) are sub- 
sets of disjoint intervals [(Jl - 1) 2k+ 1: j12 k] and [(J2 - l )2k+ 1 :j22 k] 
of natural numbers. 
To complete the proof observe the following: Let il, i2,..., ik be k pairwise 
different numbers in [1 :n]. Since the partitions P, ..... Pr fulfill property 
(*), there exists a number j, such that Til ..... Tik restricted to the jth 
interval [ ( j -1 )2g+ l: j2 k] is a translation of the k-faulty system S. Thus 
T~ ..... T, forms a k-faulty system of size n in [ l : r2 k] and part (i) of 
Lemma 4 is proved. 
(ii) follows directly form (i). | 
Using the result from (Friedman, 1984) we immediately get the 
following: 
COROLLARY 3. A k-faulty system of size n in [ l : logn.(k4/ logk) • 
22k log ~ ÷ 3k] can be obtained constructively. 
Besides the lower bounds 2 k (given in Lemma 2) and g2(log n) (which 
follows from Theorem 1 and the corollary) we have the following lower 
bound for f(n, k). 
LEMMA 5. For large n: f(n, k) >~ 2 k 2. log(n - k + 2). 
Proof Consider a k-faulty (n x r)-matrix mr. Then the submatrix M ° 
(M~) which is obtained by deleting all columns with value 1 (0) in row n 
and subsequently deleting row n is a (k-1)-faulty matrix with (n -  1) 
columns. Thus, we have the recursion f (n ,k )>>.2. f (n -1 ,  k- l ) .  
Application of Theorem 1 completes the proof. | 
We finish this section by comparing upper and lower bounds for some 
special choices of k: 
(1) If k is constant (i>2) the adversary requires 0(logn) faulty 
processors. 
(2) If k= ~o(log log n) the number of necessary faulty processors is 
between 2k and 2 °+~)k for almost all n 
(3) A gap of k remains in all cases. For instance, for k=log logn:  
f(n, k) = g2((log n) 2) and f (n,  Ic) = O((log n) 2. log log n). 
3. THE FAULTY LINK CASE 
For this section f*(n, k) denotes the minimum number of faulty links, 
necessary for an adversary to destroy k + 1 dimensions (i.e., to make each 
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(n-k)-dimensional subcube faulty). A faulty link is uniquely specified by 
an element l~ {0, 1, ,}n which contains exactly one "*" at the position 
of the non-degenerated dimension. To each set F* of r faulty links 
corresponds a (nx r)-matrix MF.~ {0, 1, .}n×r whose ith column vector 
gives the ith faulty link. As in the faulty processor case the row vectors may 
be interpreted as "characteristic vectors" for subsets A1,...,An of 
[1 :r] w {(1, ,)  ..... (r, ,)} as follows: 
(i) j~  [1 :r] is element of A i :-----A~, iff the ith component of the j th 
faulty link is "1," 
(ii) (j, . )e  {(1, .),..., (r, .)} is element of A~, iff the ith component 
of the j th faulty link is "*," 
(iii) A+:=A ° is a subset of I- l 'r] and contains j, iff the ith com- 
ponent of the j th faulty link is "0." 
The set At . := {A~ ..... An} is called system of faulty sets. A monomial is 
called faulty with respect o F*, if the corresponding subcube contains a 
faulty link from F*. Formulated in reverse, F* is called k-faulty, iff it makes 
each k-monomial faulty. 
The above definitions put the situation of faulty links into a framework 
which is similar to the situation of faulty processors. As in Lemma 1 
we have: F* (resp. Mr., AF.) is k-faulty iff for all k-monomials 
A~ m ... n A i ' [~ .  (Observe that the details in the above definitions 
imply that intersections of sets A,~( do not contain elements of 
{(1, , )  ..... (r, , )}.)  
f*(n, k) can now be interpreted as the minimum r, such that a k-faulty 
(nxr)-matrix Mp. exists. Of course, f(n,k)<.f*(n,k),  thus all lower 
bounds of the preceding section remain valid for f*(n, k). In the following 
we consider upper bounds for f*(n, 2) and f*(n, k) (k > 2). 
THEOREM 5. (i) Vn, f*(n, 2)~<f(n, 2)+6.  
(ii) For large n we even get f*(n, 2)~<f(n, 2 )+ 1. 
Proof The proof of (i) follows directly from the recursion 
f*(n, k)<~f(n- 1, k )+2. f * (n -  1, k -  1) 
f*(n, 1 ) = 3. 
(Note the following for the correctness of the last equation: It is easy to see 
that f*(n, 1)> 2. On the other hand, three faulty edges suffice to destroy 
all (n - 1)-dimensional subcubes. Take, e.g., (1, 0, ,,..., 0), (0, ,, 1, 1,..., 1), 
and (,, 1, 0, 0,..., 0).) 
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The proof of (ii) is done as follows: we show that, for almost all r, there 
exists a 2-faulty system AF. in [1 :r], which contains at least 
r m 
s(r) ~m~-/Lr/2U 1 _ 1 / -  polynom(r) 
subsets. For large n it then follows directly that s(r, + 1)>~ n, which com- 
pletes the proof! 
We now present he construction of the faulty system AF. :=  A which is 
done by forming two subsystems A' and A". 
Construction of A'. Let rl :=[-r/2-]-l, r2:=Lr/2.J-1, I i :=[ l :q ] ,  
/2 := (r~ : r -  2]. If r is sufficiently large, then there exist pairwise different 
sets P1 ..... Prl in 12, each of size r2 -2 ,  and pairwise different sets 
Prl + ~ ..... P~ in I~, each of size r~ - 2. 
A' := {A1 ..... At} is given by the following definition: 
Ai:=Pito{( i ,*) , r - l , r} Vi=l ..... r -2 ,  
A~_, := P~-I va { ( r -  1, *), r}, 
A, := Pr va {r -  1, (r, *)}. 
It is now easy to prove the following properties of A': 
(1) Each set in A' contains at most ( r - l ) /2  elements of 
[ l : r -1 ]w{(1 , , )  ..... ( r - l , , )}  and less than ( r -2) /2  elements of 
E l : r -2 ]  w {(1, *) ..... (r--2, *)}. 
(2) Any intersection of two sets in A' (except Ar-~c~Ar) contains 
one of the elements r -  1, r. 
(3) Each set Ai with ieI~ contains all but two elements of 12 and no 
element of I~; and each set Ai with ieI~ w {r -1 ,  r} contains all but two 
elements of I~ and no element of 12. 
(4) The systems {P~ ..... P~}, {P~,+t ..... P~} are both antichains. 
These properties imply, that A' is a 2-faulty system (for the r-cube). 
Construction of A". We define A" as the system of all sets M ~ [ 1 : r ] of 
size Lr/2J with the following properties: 
(a) reM. 
(b) M contains at least three elements of Ij ( j=  1, 2). 
(c) At least three elements of Ij (j = 1, 2) are missing in M. 
It is now easy to prove the following properties of A": 
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(1) Each set in A" contains less than half of the elements of 
[ l : r -  1]. 
(2) Any intersection of two sets in A" contains r. 
(3) A" is an antichain. 
These properties imply that A" is a 2-faulty system. 
The following claims complete the proof of Theorem 5. 
Claim 1. A := A' u A" is a 2-faulty system. 
For the proof of Claim 1 it remains to show that the sets M'nM" ,  
3~t' c~ 3~t", M' n ~t", /fit' n M" with M' ~ A', M" ~ A" are never empty. This 
follows from property (1) of A' and A" for/fft'~/fit", property (3) of A' and 
(b) of A" for M'c~M", property (3) of A' and (c) of A" for M'nM" ,  
property 3 of A' and (b) of A" for/fir' ~ M". 
Claim 2. IAI >f IA"I >/ r - - I  (Lr /2J -  1) --  O( r6 )  • 
A straightforward computation shows that the number of sets M which 
are excluded by properties (a), (b), (c), can be bounded by a polynomial of 
degree 6. | 
Note that the recursion given at the beginning of the above proof relates 
f*(n, k) to f(n, k) and thus gives the possibility to construct k-faulty 
matrices MF. with the help of Corollary 3. This leads to (constructive) 
upper bounds for f*(n, k). Analogously to Theorem 4 we obtain better 
(but nonconstructive) upper bounds in the following: 
THEOREM 6. (i) Vk, n, (k ~< n): 
f*(n, k)<~k.2 k. n n - k" log n In 2. 
(ii) For r >1 k2k(n/(n -- k) log n In 2: 
The probability that a randomly chosen (n x r)-matrix MF. is k-faulty 
approaches 1, if n approaches infinity. 
Proof. We omit the proof. It can be produced analogously to the proof 
of Theorem 4. | 
4. A FAULT-CHECKING PROCEDURE 
We describe a simple, distributed fault-checking procedure on the n- 
cube, which is considered as a synchronous network. The restriction to a 
synchronous network is not essential but simplifies the description of the 
algorithm. 
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The following notations are used for all ~ ~ {0, 1 }n, s ~ [-0 :n]: 
~i denotes the vector which only differs from ~ in the ith bit. 
C~(s) :=X~ ~.--Xs ~' is the (unique) (n-s)-dimensional subcube which 
contains ~ and is degenerated with respect o the first s dimensions. (Ca(0) 
denotes the whole cube.) 
Dim~ := max{n-  siCk(s) is nonfaulty }
THEOREM 7. There exists a distributed algorithm which computes Dim~ 
in O(n) parallel steps for all ~. 
Proof We assume that each processor ct has a register D~ which, at the 
beginning, is initialized by n and, at the end of the computation, should 
have value Dim~. In a constant number of steps each processor ~t can 
execute a procedure faulty~(i). This procedure returns "true," if ~/ or the 
link between ~ and ~i is faulty, otherwise it returns "false." The algorithm is 
then given by the following fragment of pseudo Pascal: 
fo r i := l  step 1 tondo  
begin 
forall ~ ~ {0, 1 }" 
pardo begin 
if faulty~(i) 
then D~ := rain{Do, D~,} 
end; 
end; 
For each ~ ~ {0, 1 }" and each s ~ [0:n]  we call subcube C,(s) secure, iff 
(i) V nonfaulty fl 6 Co(s): Dp ~> n - s 
(ii) if Ca(s) is nonfaulty, then min{D~l/~ Co(s)} = Dim,. 
Since all registers D o are initialized by n, at the beginning all subcubes 
C,(0) (i.e., the whole n-cube) are secure. Now it is not difficult to show 
that, if all subcubes C,(s) are secure before a run through the for-loop, 
then all subcubes C~(s+ 1) are secure after the run. Thus, after n runs 
through the loop all subcubes C~(n), i.e., all processors are secure. But, as 
follows from the definition of "secure," for a nonfaulty processor ~ which is 
secure we get: D~ = Dim~. This completes the proof. II 
The abovementioned distributed algorithm checks only subcules of the 
form X] '1..- X~ s for correctness. Thus, it does not always find the maximum 
dimension of a surrounding faultless subcube. Nevertheless, Dim,>~ 
n-  [_log r_J- 1 for some ct if the number of faults is r. Note that this, 
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for example, is nearly optimal in the following case: r faults destroy k 
dimensions with k = og(log log n) and r =f (n ,  k). As mentioned above, this 
implies 2 k <~ r = f(n,  k) <<. 2 ~1 +~)k! 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The Notion of the Directed Chromatic Index 
The notion of the directed chromatic index is interesting in its own right. 
This can be illustrated by the following brief considerations: 
(a) The notion of directed chromatic indices c' and c" of undirected 
graphs leads to classes of C'(s) and C"(s) of graphs whose edges can be 
coloured with no more than s colours. For instance, C'(1)---C"(2) is the 
class of bipartite graphs, C'(2) contains the class of planar graphs iff the 4- 
colour conjecture is true. As a corollary, since the 4-color conjecture has 
been proven (Appel et al., 1977), the set of edges of each planar graph 
G = (V, E) splits into 2 sets E1 and E2 such that the corresponding partial 
subgraphs G i = (V~ Ei) are bipartite; i.e., they do not contain an odd cycle. 
Results corresponding to other choices of s are omitted in the framework 
this paper. 
(b) The inherently intractable problem of computing the chromatic 
number of a given graph can be broken up into 2 parts according to the 
following question: Is it possible to compute the chromatic number of G 
assuming that an oracle reports implest, directed versions of G? 
Unsolved Problems 
The following questions are left unanswered by this paper: 
Can f(n,  k) be determined more precisely? 
How can the adversary who accomodates to given fault-checking 
procedures be analysed when k i> 3? 
What are efficient designs of fault-checking procedures (the associated 
graph for k = 2 should have a big chromatic number)? 
Consider "embeddings" of m-cubes (m < n) in the functioning part of 
an n-cube with faults. Allow embeddings which map adjacent nodes not 
necessarily to adjacent nodes but to nodes at small distance apart. How 
can these embeddings be constructed? What is the maximum dimension m 
of an embedded cube for a given fault distribution? Answers to these 
questions are given in (Hastad et al., 1987) for the case that nodes are 
faulty with fixed probability p and faults are randomly distributed. 
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